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Abstract

In this supplemental material, we provide comparison
with the SOTA generic cross-modal retrieval method, more
ablation studies, more visualization, and a discussion on
future work.

1. Result Comparison with the Generic Cross-
modal Retrieval Method

Jing et. al. [2] were recently published in CVPR 2021,
which focused on generic cross-modal retrieval and pro-
posed a new loss, i.e. cross-modal center loss, to learn dis-
criminative and modal-invariant features for data from dif-
ferent modalities. During training, they propose to map dif-
ferent modalities e.g. mesh, multi-view images, and point
clouds of the instance into features with small intra-class
variation across all modalities. Although their task is not
the same as ours, the work provides results on single image
shape retrieval from a synthetic dataset, ModelNet40 [4].
We therefore compare our method with this state-of-the-art
generic cross-model retrieval work on the Pix3D dataset.
The results can be seen in Table 1.
Experiment setting. We train [2] in Pix3D only selecting
the constraints on meshes and images in [2] without consid-
ering the constraints on point clouds. For a fair comparison,
the image size is 224× 224; the batch size is 60; the learn-
ing rate is 5e-5; the methods of data augmentation are the
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Dataset Method AccTop−1

Pix3D ours proposed approach 78.9%
Pix3D Cross-modal Center Loss [2] 62.4%

Table 1. Results of Top-1 retrieval accuracy on Pix3D [3] com-
pared to Cross-modal Center Loss [2]. Cross-modal center loss
aims to learn discriminative and modal-invariant features for data
from different modalities. It is shown that our proposed method
has a better performance on the Pix3D dataset, which consists of
real images.

same as our proposed approach,
Result. We can see that our proposed approach is about
16% better than [2] in Pix3D on the accuracy of Top-1 re-
trieval. We think the reason for performance degradation
of [2] in Pix3D is that the query images in the Pix3D dataset
are real images while the images in ModelNet40 [4] used
by [2] are synthetic. The gap between different query im-
ages of the same instance is relatively large in Pix3D, which
makes the center loss more difficult to converge. Our pro-
posed method does not require the features of the query im-
age and rendered images to be close to one central feature.
Instead, we generate a query-specific feature for the ren-
dered image despite the fact that different modalities have
different features.

2. More Ablation Studies
The setting of β1. β1 controls the relative weight when
combining the instance and category losses. The accuracy
at the instance level will be affected if the proportion of cat-



egory loss is too large; however, the category loss will not
have sufficient effect if its proportion is too small. There-
fore, the setting of β1 in Eq. 6 has an impact on the ex-
periment results. We gradually increase β1 from 0.0 to 1.0
on the Pix3D dataset. The results shown in Fig 1 confirm
our points above. The category loss can help the network
improve the retrieval accuracy at the instance level through
category information when β1 is less than 0.2. However,
the category loss has a negative impact on the accuracy of
retrieval at the instance level by improving the similarity of
other same category samples of the query image too much
when β1 is greater than 0.2. Therefore, we choose 0.2 as
the value of β1.

Figure 1. Impact of β1. The x-axis indicates the setting of β1 and
the y-axis indicates the accuracy of top-1 retrieval on Pix3D.

The usage of masks. The mask can make the encoder fo-
cus more on the objects that need to be retrieved in the query
image. There are three typical ways regarding a mask, in-
cluding concatenating the query image with the mask im-
age, multiplying the query image with the mask image
element-wise and using the query image without the mask
image. Therefore, we have explored the usage of the mask
here to find a suitable way. The results shown in Table 2
indicate that concatenating the query image with the mask
image is the best way for the IBSR task in our proposed
pipeline. The first method can retain more information to
prevent the pre-generated mask from being of insufficient
quality compared to the second method and can focus more
on the object to be retrieved compared to the third method.

The number of views and the rendering method. we
perform more ablation studies for the parameters in Eqs.1-
6, as shown in Table 3, including the number of views and
the rendering method. For the number of views, when it
is smaller than 12, increasing it can be helpful. When it is
greater than 12, increasing it brings less benefit but more
training burden. For the rendering method, the results with
the basic rendering pipeline are not satisfactory. We believe
that this introduces a prior about the texture for 3D shapes,

Dataset Usage AccTop−1

Pix3D as another channel 78.9%
Pix3D masked 29.6%
Pix3D without mask 62.1%

Table 2. Results of ablation studies on the usage of the mask
of query image. ‘as another channel’ means the input of query
image encoder is the concatenation of the query image and the
mask image; ‘mask’ means the input of query image encoder is the
query image multiplied with the mask image element-wise; ‘with-
out mask’ means the input of query image encoder is the query
image only. It is shown that ‘as another channel’ can provide more
information compared to ‘mask’ and focus on the object to be re-
trieved compared to ‘without mask’.

Params AccTop1

the number
of views

1 6 12 18 24
55.6% 68.3% 78.9% 79.3% 79.2%

rendering
method

grayscale basic rendering pipeline
78.9% 62.8%

Table 3. Additional ablation study on Pix3D.

which causes the network to be distracted from learning the
geometry features.

The attention module & the scalability. We got 62.1%
for AccTop1 on Pix3D when removing the attention module.
Therefore, it is unavoidable to iterate over the full set of 3D
shapes for each query in our method. However, the time
spent by our method is acceptable in most of the current 3D
datasets. When loaded onto an RTX 3090 GPU in advance,
the retrieval on Pix3D (322 shapes) takes about 15ms and
on ShapeNet chair (6778 shapes) takes about 17ms for each
query when grayscale images of 3D shapes are used.

3. Visual Comparison of Color Augmentation
Methods

We introduce the color transfer mechanism into con-
trastive learning, which is a more powerful color augmenta-
tion that improves the robustness of the network, helping the
network extract color-independent features. We also com-
pare the visual results of color transfer and random HSV
augmentation, as shown in Fig. 2. From the results, we can
see that there are two main advantages for color transfer
compared to HSV augmentation. On the one hand, the color
transfer can augment query images using another query im-
age as a reference, which decouples the object and color in
2D images. On the other hand, the results of the color trans-
fer mechanism look more natural than HSV augmentation
because the color transfer can extract color statistics from
real pictures while HSV augmentation is a random pertur-
bation.



Random HSV Augmentation
Source

Target

Figure 2. The results of color transfer and random HSV aug-
mentation. ‘Source’ means the source color image and ‘Target’
means the target shape image. The columns from 1 to 4 are the
results of color transfer, and the columns from 5 to 8 are the re-
sults of random HSV augmentation. Random HSV augmentation
means that we random shift hue, saturation and value of query im-
ages.

4. Future Work
In the ablation study about the mask, we showed the ef-

fect of the mask on accuracy. Our method currently is to
apply the mask by Mask R-CNN [1] and OCRNet [5]. In
future work, we will integrate the mask generation into our
proposed framework.
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